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Philly vibe, a blend of Roots meets Slum Village on the toilet funk 15 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip

Hop, URBAN/R&B: Soul Details: If you're looking for new innovative sounds and something hot, well

you're in the right place. We, like many other music lovers, are fed up with the current state of popular

music. Hence, we started the new Independent Record Label/Production Company Collabo Music Group,

LLC. We pride ourselves in creating some of the most original beats and concepts in the industry. Our

mission is to give the true music lover an alternative to some of the boring commercial music that plagues

the airways. The music genres that we will present to the world range from gospel to neo-soul and

hip-hop. There's really no limit to what we can do. Let the revolution begin. Collab wit us! Collabo consists

of a group of talented producers (B Dubb, Montkeyz, Dodatstick, and V.I.C.) from the Delaware/New

Jersey areas who have toured and worked with acts such as Kelly Price, Donell Jones, Musiq, and Glenn

Lewis. The current roster of artists are as follows: Traci Ray, Tamara Hudson, Jarrett Riley, MC Cliffy D,

and Precize. Brief bios below. Traci Ray Only every so often does one encounter a warm, engaging, and

compassionate person whose blend of personal traits, intellectual and musical gifts create an idealistic,

yet well-grounded individual. Traci Ray embodies all of these things. Deeply entrenched in her love for

music, Traci Ray has the unique ability to share her musical gifts and talents as a pianist and R&B/Soul

vocalist. Tamara Hudson Many are called, but very few are chosen. Tamara Rochelle Hudson,

affectionately know as "Mara", was born on May 7, 1980 in Philadelphia PA. This Philadelphia native is

determined to use her gift to glorify the Lord and to demonstrate the love of God through song and

Gospel Music. Jarrett "J R" Riley Delawho, Delawhat, Delawhere? No... it's Delaware. Jarrett Riley is

committed and dedicated to become the first standout Urban Artist from the "First State". This

Wilmington, Delaware native's style  voice falls under the R&B/Soul genres. Jarrett will surely send chills
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through your spine with his smooth soulful sounds. MC Cliffy D Is he just another rapper trying to make it

big? Born Ravenna Taylor, and hailing from the greatest state in the Union (New Jersey of course), Cliff is

just a regular guy with a job, house and a family. In fact, if you ask him about what he does, rapping is the

last thing he'll mention. He probably won't even mention it at all. But give him a beat and he'll finish writing

a rhyme before the ink dries. Precize "Cuttin up emcees with Precision" E'drease "Precize" Thomas has

been rhyming since he fell in love with hip-hop as a youngster. His raw style and lyrics distinguish him

from the masses. Reppin' the Dirty Jersey, Precize brings the thunder with his lyrics and delivery.
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